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Retargeting Campaign

How does it work?

Beer & Brewer uses pixel technology to track visitors to our website, allowing you to retarget them after they leave.
Your ads continue to influence our audience as they browse other websites.
Retargeting is powerful. It gives you more sustained reach, enabling you to more effectively turn potential clients into hard leads.

Visits beerandbrewer.com.au
and sees your ad

Reader

Visitor
leaves site

Your display ads retarget
the 17,523 unique users that
visit beerandbrewer.com.au
each month as they browse
elsewhere on the internet

What do I get?
• 1 x month campaign
• Choose any 3 of the following:
- Mobile Leaderboard
- Medium Rectangle
- Leaderboard
- Billboard
– Half Page
• Served downstream
by Google ads

Your ad follows visitor
on other sites, retargeting
them for a month

Increased exposure to
your ads leads visitor to call
or visit your website

What’s the budget?
Book a retargeting campaign
to amplify brand awareness
$3.5K ex GST

YOUR AD

*For example YouTube,
Ebay, afl.com.au,
The Age, Skyscanner

Andrea Diaz
T: 02 8586 6123
M: 0416 628 903
E: adiaz@intermedia.com.au

BACK IN TIME: HOMEBREWER LOOKS BACK INTO ITS ARCHIVES see page 72 >>>

INCLUDING

DUMP THE TRUMP! HOW TO BREW BEHEMOTH’S POLITICAL HOP BOMB IPA see page 55 >>>

ISSUE 46 SPRING 2018
PRICE $9.95 (NZ $11.95)

IPA:

STOMPING GROUND IS
AUSTRALIA’S BEST BREWPUB
WHO ELSE MADE OUR LIST?

KEEP IT CLEAN! HOMEBREWER ON THE VIRTUES OF HYGIENE see page 57 >>>

INCLUDING

THE NEXT
GENERATION
How NEIPAs have
changed the brewing
world forever

INCLUDING

ISSUE 44 AUTUMN 2018
PRICE $9.95 (NZ $11.95)

ISSUE 45 WINTER 2018
PRICE $9.95 (NZ $11.95)
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Make the jump from
homebrewer to
pro brewer

Hop to it!

WHY RED, BROWN AND AMBER ALES ARE TURNING HEADS

AUSTRALIA’S

BEST

BEER VENUES

WHICH 65 VENUES MADE OUR LIST?
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TASTED

PLUS! KIM JORDAN AND DICK CANTWELL | BRANDING YOUR BREWERY | BREWING INGREDIENTS: WHAT’S HOT

Pale ale

It’s hop-picking season,
so what better time
to explore this
magical plant

Why it’s the king of craft beer

BEERS & CIDERS

TASTED

Why is everyone into ciders again?

BEERS & CIDERS

TASTED

WWW.BEERANDBREWER.COM

WWW.BEERANDBREWER.COM

PLUS! BREWING EQUIPMENT | SQUID INK AND CRICKETS - OUR MOST CREATIVE BREWERS REVEAL ALL

PLUS! CRAFTY KEGS | A PINT WITH… BALTER’S SCOTT HARGRAVE | CAN ART

Introduction

Total readership

Beer & Brewer is Australasia’s leading title dedicated to beer and brewing. Read by consumers
and trade, the title delivers entertaining and authoritative content via a quarterly magazine,
a website and a weekly e-newsletter.

Market reach
The magazine, published four times a year, is distributed right across Australia and New
Zealand via Dan Murphy’s liquor stores, bottle shops, independent home brew shops,
newsagents and breweries.
Complimentary copies are also sent to key retailers and beer venues to ensure
Beer & Brewer’s influence is felt among those in the trade making purchasing decisions
as well as among consumers.
With an additional 4,000 annual subscriptions and more copies distributed at beer festivals
and events, Beer & Brewer has a distribution of 9,960 copies per issue.
Complementing the magazine, a weekly e-newsletter is sent to 19,520 subscribers,
providing up-to-date news and views, keeping readers in touch with the latest product
launches and events.
The website www.beerandbrewer.com attracts 300,000 page views per year.

39,840

32,343

17,523

20%

19,520

13,717

Print readers*

Average click through rate

Page views per month**

Newsletter subscribers

Unique users per month**

Social media followers

Who reads
Beer & Brewer?
• Beer and cider drinkers

• Professional brewers and brewery managers

• Home brewers and home brew
shop managers

• Pub and bar licensees
• Beer retailers
* Based on pass on readership of 4 people per issue.
** Online.

About
Quality content
Beer & Brewer is written by a team of specialist drinks journalists, led by
editor Charlie Whitting and features regular contributions from high-profile
brewers and other industry leaders. Each issue contains a lively mix of news,
opinion and comment from industry experts, along with glossy features that
educate and entertain. There are regular pieces on beer styles, food and
beer matching, travel and venues specialising in good beer and cider, as well
as a dedicated Homebrewer section.
In addition, the latest beer and cider releases are tasted by an industry
panel and their tasting notes published – always a popular read. A separate
section of the magazine focuses on home brewing with recipes, tips and
information on kits, ingredients and equipment.
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BOWLED

OVER
THE LEGENDARY MERV HUGHES, BEERS AND BARBECUED
MEATS ARE A SUMMER MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN

L

BEER-MARINATED LAMB RACK
Serves 4-6
Ingredients
1-3 racks (allow 3-4 chops per person)

Place lamb in the marinade for at least 30 minutes at room
temperature (1-2 hours would be better with the meat at room
temperature for the last 30 minutes).

200ml pale ale, or your beer of choice

Remove the racks from the marinade and pat dry with paper towel.

1 tablespoon brown sugar

Grill the lamb rack, fat side down, for approximately 5 minutes
on a medium-high temperature with the lid open.

1 rosemary sprig

Turn the lamb rack over and cook for an additional 5 minutes
for medium-rare with the lid down. Cook for longer if you like
your lamb cooked more, or the racks you have are bigger.

Salt, to season
1 tablespoon cracked black pepper

Method
Combine the ale, sugar, rosemary and salt and pepper and mix
until the sugar is dissolved.

Remove from the grill and rest for 5 minutes, then cut into
individual chops. Serve immediately.
Merv’s Tip: This recipe goes well with leafy or Greek salad

arrikin fast bowler and Australian sporting legend Merv Hughes
cooks up a collection of his most wanted barbecue recipes along with
a side of cricket anecdotes and beer adventures in his new cookbook,
BBQ Beer & B.S.: Food to Bowl You Over.
“The simple act of cooking steaks on the barbecue gives you a
good excuse to get outside, stand around, make some noise with the

tongs and enjoy a couple of beers,” says Hughes.
“Barbecues have come a long way since I was a boy growing up in Euroa

[Victoria]. I really don’t remember having too many steaks back then. We just used
to eat sausages and rissoles – and a lot of them – at our house in Apollo Bay.
“Ironically Dad didn’t like to barbecue so I didn’t pick up my love for barbequing
from him, although he did love to cook up some rissoles. They were quick, easy and
all you really needed was a loaf of fresh bread and tomato sauce. Old school all the
way. Mum’s contribution was the salads. Her specialty was coleslaw but we mostly
kept to the basics – lettuce and tomato. How times have changed!
“I picked up a few of my barbecue skills from my mates, but most blokes like me
are self-taught. It all comes down to experience. You learn from your mistakes and
you watch and you learn from others. All in all, as much as barbecuing has changed,
some things about getting outdoors and cooking meat will never change.”
So gather your team together and get grilling!

This is an edited extract
from BBQ Beer &
B.S.: Food to Bowl You
Over by Merv Hughes,
published by New Holland
Publishers. It’s available
from all good bookstores
or online (RRP $40)

www.beerandbrewer.com
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KEG LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY

THE
SECRET
LIFE OF
KEGS

The weekly e-newsletter keeps readers in touch with the latest product
launches, supplier news, venue openings, competitions and awards. And
readers are often offered the chance to win some beer or tickets to a
beer festival.

BEER KEGS: THEY’RE NOT EXACTLY THE SEXIEST PART OF THE
BEER INDUSTRY. BUT IF YOU DELVE A LITTLE DEEPER, THERE’S
PLENTY OF INNOVATION AND ACTIVITY HAPPENING BEHIND THE
SCENES, AS LUKE ROBERTSON DISCOVERS.

K

egs waiting to be collected. A lineup out front of your local bar.
Whether you’re a brewer or a drinker you’ve definitely walked
past them, casting an eye over the names, then probably not
given it another thought.
While the brewers reading this should have some
understanding of the hidden world of kegs, keg transport,

and keg maintenance, it’s not something most of us really think about. However,
there’s a whole industry dedicated to making sure beer from the keg is in its best
possible shape when it hits the taps – from the outside appearance of the keg itself,
to ongoing maintenance and servicing. Kegs once destined for the scrapheap are now

Our website is regularly updated with news and feature content, providing
a one-stop shop for beer enthusiasts looking to expand their knowledge
and source information.

being refurbished and sent back out to market in tip top shape. And it may surprise
you to learn that the keg you’re drinking from may have once contained kombucha,
coffee or even a cocktail.
There are also increasingly sophisticated ways to track exactly where the keg is,
and soon brewers will even be able to tell exactly at what temperature their precious
beer is being stored. That data will then be fed back through online apps for further
analysis. So as you sip your pint you might not think too much about where that keg
came from, and where it’s going next, but the entire process plays a big role in your
final beer.

KEG SERVICING
In June 2015, Bintani launched its Keg Servicing business, the only one of its kind
in the Southern Hemisphere, providing total servicing of kegs. Bintani director
Phil Meddings says that breweries are starting to realise how important regular
maintenance is for kegs.
“They recognise the quality of the beer doesn’t just rely on the brewing process
and the fermenters, it relies on the packaging that it’s being delivered to their
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RED, AMBER AND BROWN ALES

RED, AMBER AND BROWN ALES

The power
of four

Something
for everybody

Food and Beverage Media

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF BEER MAY SEEM SIMPLE, BUT PRODUCERS AND BREWERS
REVEL IN CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION. AND WITH EACH NEW DISCOVERY
OR TRIAL THE BREWING LANDSCAPE SHIFTS ONCE AGAIN

RED, AMBER AND BROWN ALES CAN BE A PLAYGROUND FOR MODERN BREWERS.
AS LUKE ROBERTSON DISCOVERS, THERE ARE INTERPRETATIONS APLENTY FOR THESE CATEGORIES,
WHICH ARE NEWER THAN ONE MIGHT THINK

Food and Beverage Media produces a unique collection of publications
and events serving the hospitality, liquor, accommodation and events
industries. It is owned by The Intermedia Group, one of Australia’s
leading independent business-to-business publishers.

C

olour is a funny thing in the beer

is Modus Operandi on Sydney’s Northern Beaches.

world. A lot of people drink with

Like Morrison, Modus’ Red Ale is unchanged since

their eyes and shy away from

its launch in 2014. However, its Red India Pale

anything much darker than a pale

Ale, known as Former Tenant, is a different beast

lager. Throw in the warm climes of

altogether. It may be similar in appearance to the

the Australian continent and selling

Morrison’s Irish Red, but it’s much stronger (7.8%

people on a red or brown ale probably isn’t the easiest

ABV compared to Morrison’s 4.8%), and has a load of

thing. While they don’t pack the roasty heft of a

New World hops. Co-founder Grant Wearin explains

stout, or palate weight of a big Russian imperial stout,

that even though it’s a big beer, like the Morrison

the dark tints still make a few punters wary.
Fortunately we have determined brewers making

beer - the result of generous amounts of Mosaic and
Galaxy as a dry hop component - people might be

audience. And because these styles of beer are very

surprised to learn that it has nine different malts.

much up for interpretation, brewers can find their

Wearin says the combination of malt is crucial to

own niche and build their own preference in to the

achieving the right balance.

final product.
In Launceston, Tasmania, Paul Morrison of Morrison
they do and put a large focus on traditional styles.

grain bill,” Wearin says.
Like their red cousins, brown ales also offer a chance

it was the beer that inspired Morrison to move from

to play around with personal preference for hops and

homebrew to commercial brewing in 2011.

malt flavour. At Beer Farm, in Western Australia,

“The recipe we are using now since homebrewing

head brewer Josh Thomas says his team approached

hasn’t changed,” he says. “It’s still the original recipe.

theirs with an English influence in mind, and recalls

We brew beer that we like. We don’t necessarily brew

examples such as Newcastle Brown Ale as its main

beer for the market; so as long as we are happy with it

inspiration. It uses a combination of six malts and

then that’s the most important thing.”

classic English hop varieties East Kent Goldings and

Morrison uses a combination of Crystal and Munich

Fuggles. Taking a slightly different approach is Chris

malts, with a touch of roasted malt for colour, plus

Farmer of Mr Banks in Victoria who uses four malt

English hops, and Irish yeast with a warm ferment to

varieties, alongside modern US and Australian hops.

about building up “layers” in his flagship beer.
Another brewery that has a red ale as their flagship

www.beerandbrewer.com

support a really heavy hopping regime, and we don’t
think we can achieve that with a more simplistic

bring out esters. He says for him the approach is all

16

“We want it to be layered, complex and we want to

Brewery says they strive for balance in everything
Their Irish Red Ale, he says, is their biggest seller and

www.intermedia.com.au

Irish Red, balance is still key to the final product. He
explains that while many focus on the aroma of the

excellent and varied versions of reds, ambers and
browns, and they are finding favour with a wider

W

Food
Everyone we spoke to
leaned towards pairing
cheese and meat with
these beers. Sticky
ribs came up more
than once, and the rich
malt characters you’ll
find in each example
will work beautifully
with a sweeter rib
sauce. Cheese platters
were also a common
suggestion - washed
rind, or just plain
cheddar were favoured
by the brewers here.
Beer Farm, being an
actual farm as well
as a brewery, says it
sometimes makes its
own jerky and serves
that alongside the
Brown Ale. Given that
the cattle are reared
onsite, and fed spent
grain, it makes sense to
have the final product
side by side with a
malty brown.

there’s no doubt that more chloride
is needed to brew a NEIPA than a

very special ingredient that we call

more traditional West Coast IPA.

hops,” says Capaldo.
There’s also the small possibility
of a hop-less brewing future.

good, clean water, with no sediment
or odour. “Our council does a great

a way of adding hop flavour and

job with treatment, releases testing

aroma to beer without the need

results monthly and has even

for hops, by splicing in DNA from

flushed lines for us on request,” he

mint and basil – two plants high

says. “That aside, we do filter the

in terpenes, the essential oil that

chlorine and adjust the water to suit

gives hops their distinctive aroma –

the style we’re brewing. We [also]

into brewer’s yeast. In a double-

adjust slightly as the water changes

blind taste, employees of Lagunitas

slightly with the seasons.”

the beer made with this yeast as
‘more hoppy’ than a control beer,

brewing haven’t changed

year timeline!”
At the moment, Capaldo is most excited about a soon

made with regular brewer’s yeast
and Cascade hops. Though it’s early

when hops overtook gruit (a

to be commercialised hop, code-named HPA-016, which

days, developments in this field will

bitter herb mixture) as the

sits firmly in the popular tropical flavour and aroma

be worth keeping an eye on.

main preservation agent in beer. However, the way each

space. Defined by intense mandarin, lemon peel, orange

of the four are used, manipulated, and understood – on a

zest and a resinous flavour, HPA-016 has been in the

scientific, molecular level – has advanced tremendously,

company’s breeding program for around eight years,

with the art and science of brewing accelerating rapidly

with HPA hoping to be able to provide brewers with a

into the modern day. But what are some of the most

commercial supply in 2020.
Freshness of hops is a primary consideration for

At Southern Highlands, James
says they’re thankful for the
brewery’s location, an area with

Earlier this year, scientists at the
University of California discovered

approximate success rate of a first-year seed becoming

WATER: COLOURLESS,
TRANSPARENT AND
ODOURLESS – BUT NO
LESS IMPORTANT

“IT REALLY IS A FASCINATING
TIME TO BE IN BREWING
AND INVOLVED IN THE
VERY SPECIAL INGREDIENT
THAT WE CALL HOPS”
– MICHAEL CAPALDO, HPA

You’ve probably heard about the

MALTS ON THE MOVE

role that different mineral content

While they don’t tend to steal

THE ROCK STAR: HOPS

brewer Cameron James sources his hops from Bintani.

in water around the world played in

the headlines like hops, any

With the huge surge in demand for hoppy beers in

“Fortunately Australia is powering through hops at

the evolution of many famous beer

brewer worth their salt knows the

Australia in the last half-decade, a number of local

the moment, so we’re always getting fresh hops,” he

styles; Dublin water being great

importance of malt quality and

hop growers – including Hop Products Australia

explains. “When using internationally grown hops,

for brewing stouts like Guinness,

consistency as a base ingredient

(HPA) and Ellerslie Hop – are hard at work, growing

we can be at last season’s crop, but if the packaging is

Pilsen in the Czech Republic the

in a good beer, and in recent times

and experimenting with new varieties in search of an

good we’re happy with the quality that arrives at our

same for brewing pilsners. As

there has been some significant
movement in the malts space too.

appealing and distinctive Aussie flavour and aroma,

brewery.” There’s also a third option, if a brewery has

a reader of this magazine, it’s

beyond simple bittering varieties.

the room: growing its own. While the quantity mightn’t

also likely that you dabble in a

“The emergence of Galaxy was a pivotal moment for
high alpha hops for bittering to high impact flavour and
aroma hops,” explains HPA’s Michael Capaldo. “Galaxy

“Malted barley is the main base

be high enough for more than few special releases, in the

bit of home brewing yourself

ingredient which contributes to

words of James, “you can’t get fresher than that!”

(and for many, ‘dabble’ would be

beer flavour, mouthfeel, visual

Hop shortages are one issue that brewers have had to
deal with in recent years, with the demand for popular

a significant understatement),

appeal and shelf life,” explains

and therefore would know

Belgin Köse, regional general

demand is still growing, and it is by far the most globally

varieties sometimes outstripping supply. “Demand is really

about mineral analysis and the

manager at Asia Pacific for Cargill

recognized Australian hop.”

high for Aussie hops, and it sucks when brewers want to

importance of water chemistry too.

(the owners of Joe White Maltings).

However, breeding the ‘next Galaxy’ isn’t a

brew with our hops but there isn’t enough going around

Interestingly, chloride rich

“Of equal importance is the

straightforward process. “Typically for a hop to make it

to supply,” explains Capaldo. “[But] there will always be

water is one of the most important

consistency of malt quality, as

into beer it first has to pass four to six years of agronomic

fluctuations in hop supply and demand – it’s the nature of

aspects of brewing perhaps the

an inconsistent malt can impact

assessment,” Capaldo says. “Once a very small portion

agriculture marrying up with FMCG manufacturing.”

most attention-grabbing style

brewhouse performance.”

of our experimentals make it to the next stage, another

Meeting demand isn’t the only issue facing the hops

of the last year or so: the NEIPA.

The life cycle of quality barley

four to eight years of brewing trials and propagation

industry. Given how long it takes for a hop cultivar to

Without chloride rich water, the

also starts in the field, long before

are required to build the case for commercialisation of

reach the stage where it can be commercialized, growers

signature juicy hop character of

it reaches a brewery. “Making

a cultivar. To give some perspective to the process, the

must try to forecast consumer taste over a decade into

and number of ingredients.

38

really is a fascinating time to be
in brewing and involved in the

commercially available is about 1 in 30,000 and a 10-14

HPA as it crystalized our strategy to pivot from producing

17

ppm sweet spot for chloride, as
well as the chloride to sulfate ratio,

ater, malts, hops and yeast.

much since the 13th century,

(and experiment with) the exact

constantly changing beer line-ups
and the demands of breweries.“It

The basic ingredients for

all brewers; at Southern Highlands Brewing, head

approachable and easy drinking, despite the colour

the future, while managing the

Brewing Company characterized

exciting recent developments? We decided to find out.

Both brewers, however, speak to the beer being

WINTER 2018

BREWING INGREDIENTS

BREWING INGREDIENTS

www.beerandbrewer.com

a NEIPA simply will not emerge.

good malt starts with sourcing

Though brewers may debate over

high quality malting grade barley

Michael Capaldo, HPA

SPRING 2018
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Features 2019
TOP 50 BEER VENUES

AUSTRALIA’S 2018

Jeremy Sambrooks – Beer
Writer and Judge
Chris Thomas – Editor,
Homebrewer

Top 50 Beer Venues
WE BRING YOU THIS YEAR’S TOP 50 BEER VENUES FROM ACROSS ALL OF AUSTRALIA. HALF OF THESE
ENTRIES ARE NEW, SO THERE’S A LOT FOR YOU TO CHECK OUT!

Kirrily Waldhorn – Beer
Presenter, Educator,
Consultant, Writer and
Judge, Beer Diva

1

Dutch Trading Company

243 ALBANY HWY, VICTORIA PARK, WA 6100
Dutchtradingco.com.au

Pia Poynton – Beer Writer,
Girl + Beer

Top 50
AUSTRALIA’S 2018

BEER VENUES

LOOKING FOR YOUR NEW FAVOURITE WATERING HOLES? THE PLACES YOU
CAN FIND GREAT BEERS AND ENJOY THEM IN COMFORT? THEN READ ON
AND ENJOY OUR TOP 50 BEER VENUES
personal favourites in order before totting up

panelists chose their venues for multiple reasons,
whether it was the range on offer, the quality

serving great beers sourced

locally and from all over the globe. Whether

of the product, the welcome and knowledge of
the staff, the food pairing, or a blend of all of

you’re looking for a quick schooner after work

them. This also means that this list does have

or a full-on exploration of a particular style,

a subjective bent to it. We have an astonishing

there are so many great places now open for

number of new entries in this list, but it also

you to explore. We here at Beer & Brewer want

features some old favourites and a serious

to recognise and celebrate those folks doing

reshuffle at the top of the table. But even with our

such wonderful work in the service industry,

extra 15 Regional Venues, we know that we can’t

providing that essential link between brewers

cover all the amazing places out there, so don’t be

and drinkers.

disheartened if your fave isn’t on this list.

Since we launched our Top 50 Beer Venues

And while we hope you’ll enjoy perusing our

list four years ago, the number of outstanding

panel’s favourite beer venues, we hope more that

venues has only grown, bringing great drinking

you use this list as a guide and get out there and

experiences to more people across Australia.

visit these places to see what the fuss is all about.

To that end, last year we created an extra list

And don’t forget that in our next issue, we’ll be

– 15 regional beer venues – that allowed us to

counting down the Top 50 Brewpubs in Australia.

celebrate great venues beyond the state capitals.

So you’ve got three months to get around these

To compile this list, we enlisted the expertise

65 great venues before we give you another 50 to

of our 23 panelists, asking them to name their

24

explore and, more importantly, enjoy!

Tim Charody – The Beer
Pilgrim
Neal Cameron – Director,
Institute of Beer
Ian Kingham – Beer Writer
and International Wine Judge

TOP 50 BEER
VENUES
STATE
BREAKDOWN

Matt Kirkegaard – Founder,
Australian Brews News
Ross Lewis – Editor, The Sip,
Executive Officer, WA Brewers
Association
John Kruger – Beer
Photographer
John Elliot – Chief Craft Beer
Reviewer, Craft Beer Reviewer
Cameron Flett – Manager,
Warners at the Bat Bottle Shop
Mike Bennie – Drinks
Journalist and Presenter
Mick Wust – Contributor, The
Crafty Pint and Froth Magazine
Guy Southern – Contributor,
The Crafty Pint
Emily Day – Editor, Froth
Magazine
Will Ziebell – Contributor,
The Crafty Pint
Peter Mitcham – Beer Writer,
Brews News

2

Petition Beer Corner

CNR OF ST GEORGES TERRACE AND BARRACK
STREET, PERTH, WA 6000
Petitionperth.com
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Booking: 15 Nov
Artwork: 21 Nov

adjunct to meld with the base

weirdest, wackiest and most wonderful things

style, not compete with it. You want

to add to their concoctions.

the added flavours to be apparent

MAKING IT WORK

you over the head from the first sniff.”

1. BentSpoke Red Nut
A red IPA with a resiny hop
and caramel malt character,
BentSpoke’s Red Nut features
Fortnight, Mosaic, Citra, EKG,
and Amarillo hops. All of this
provides a big hoppy punch on
top of a strong, dark, malt base.
As with all BentSpoke beers, Red
Nut also has its signature 360
degree lid that lets you get your
nose into the can and pick up
those aromas.

Lee Stone, co-founder of Shifty Lizard

ruffling a few feathers or having fun. Anyone

cites the malt as the cornerstone around

with an ounce of imagination can come up

which brewers can build their flavours.
“Pairing the ingredient with the malt used

rest of the brew. To create weird beers that
people still want to drink, brewers need to

beer at the drop of a hat (I’m not suggesting

for the beer is pretty important,” he explains.

think hard and understand what they’re

putting a hat in a beer by the way!). The

“If the ingredient and the malt don’t match,

working with, important steps towards

FOOD MATCH:

challenge is find an ingredient that will work

the flavour will not be balanced.”

becoming a better brewer.

Lamb shanks with a Red Nut jus.

THE BENEFITS OF
PUSHING BOUNDARIES

boundaries,” says Andrew Fineran,

While the GABS beers might seem a bit

the learning you get usually lands you

with your creation or to find a way to make
it work. With this in mind, experimentation

“Currently pouring from up to 27 taps plus a deep range of
bottles and cans that are available for takeaway purchase,
DTC has carried Australian-exclusive beers from some of
the most sought-after breweries in the world that they’ve
hustled internationally. Extensive local and national
collaborations have shown diversity and respect for old
and new styles, while continuing support of the Perth
home brewing community shows the scope of the venue’s
ethos. DTC supports the local business and arts community
through monthly events and raised $2,600 last year for
Movember. The menu complements the beer experience
without relying heavily of burger and pizzas, and the kids
play area respects that families are welcome. I can’t think
of a venue in Australia that covers as much ground so
competently as DTC.” Guy Southern, Crafty Pint.

and moderation are critical skills.
It can be tempting to allow the new

#2

“For us, it’s about pushing the

ABV: 7%
RRP: $105.99 per case of 24,
$22.49 per pack of 4,
$6.99 per can
Bentspokebrewing.com.au

co-founder of Batch Brewing Co. “But

flavours to dominate, but if the beer is to

wacky, they actually serve an incredibly

somewhere in a space where you can make

change opinions rather than turn stomachs, a

important service for brewers and the

a beer more regularly with some or part of

balance must be sought. Rhys Lopez, brewer

brewing industry as a whole. From a

those boundary-pushing ingredients. I’m

at Otherside Brewery, looks to the kitchen

brewer’s perspective, the need to create

not sure where it will lead, but creative

and the cocktail bar for inspiration, spaces

beers that people actually want to drink

thinking is a great thing and helps to open

where a vast array of flavours are blended and

means that whatever they are adding

new avenues. So you never know, someone’s

matched every day to accentuate the overall

requires consideration, creativity and skills

experimentation may lead to a new trend or a

flavour of a dish or a drink.

to ensure that it blends effectively with the

new way for brewers to brew a beer.”

2. Endeavour
Amber Ale

3. 4 Pines American
Amber Ale

Creamy and indulgent, this
copper-hued ale has an aroma
that gives nice earthy malt
characters with hints of resinous
and spiced fruit aromatics.
Notes of chocolate, toffee and
caramel, with spiced fruit cake.
The palate is full bodied with big
malt character and assertive
bitterness that mellows over
time with careful cellaring.
The balance of rich dark malt
and spicy hops deliver both
complexity and freshness whilst
also giving the beer great length
of flavour and intensity. The
result is a sweet palate, framed
by a subtle bitterness.

When poured, 4 Pines is ruby in
colour, with rich copper hues.
This is a robust, all-round beer.
Upon the first intake of breath,
you will be greeted with hop
driven-aromas of currant and
pear, which are then rounded on
the palate with a toasted malt
character, light fruitiness and a
balanced bitter finish.

i f te

5. Pact Brickworks
Brown Ale

FOOD MATCH:

If bricks form the foundation
of a good home, this beer from
Pact – another beer to take its
name from a Canberra landmark,
the Brickworks – forms the
foundation of a good time. It’s a
solid landmark of flavour draped
in the florally fragrant and earthy
vines of Ella hops and blooming
fruit from the Pact house hop,
Cascade. It is malty, chocolatey,
roasty, and toasty joy.

Barbecued meats, pizza,
Mexican food

FOOD MATCH:

FOOD MATCH:

Full cream blue vein cheese,
muscatel cluster of raisins and
smoked smallgoods

Rich, dark bitter chocolate
dessert tempered with a tangy,
slightly sweet berry compote.

ABV: 7.9%
RRP: $36.90 per six pack
Prancingponybrewery.com.au

ABV: 5.6%
RRP: $5 per stubbie, $25.5
per pack
Pactbeer.com.au

ABV: 5.1%
RRP: $5 per bottle, $22 per
six pack
4pinesbeers.com.au

FOOD MATCH:
Red meats, chocolate
and rich cheeses

e
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4. Prancing Pony
India Red Ale
Prancing Pony’s India Red
Ale has a dark red, brownish
colour and a firm, creamy
head. Beautifully balanced,
the caramel characters of the
roasted malts mix well with the
fruit aromas of the hops in this
beer. It’s heavily dry hopped so
the aromas that come through
are citrusy, tropical and fruity.
These are on the nose and
palate, and play with the malts.

6. Cavalier Brown Ale
Using a broad mix of chocolate
and crystal malts, the Cavalier
Brown delivers an initial burst
of caramel and toffee finishing
with a dry, crisp, roasted note
and smooth creamy mouthfeel.
The perfect mix of chocolate
and toasty caramel flavours.
With added complexity aromas
from classic American hops add
subtle citrus notes that will reveal
something new in every sip.

7. Nail Brewing
Red Ale
American-inspired with Citra
hops, Nail Brewing’s Red Ale has
been double dry hopped and is
bursting with floral and citrus
flavours, along with smooth
caramel notes, brought on by a
load of speciality malts. Crafted
originally as a part of the ‘Brew
Log Collection’ this balanced and
full-bodied red was far too good
to brew just once. Summer or
winter, this beer’s always right.

FOOD MATCH:
Blue cheeses, Rochefort
preferably

FOOD MATCH:

ABV: 5% ABV
RRP: $21.99 per six pack
Cavalierbeercom.au

ABV: 6%
RRP: $19 per four-pack
Nailbrewing.com.au

Braised lamb shanks

8. Mountain Goat
Fancy Pants
Fancy Pants is an evolution of
Mountain Goat’s Hightail, with a
higher malt bill laden with hops
and dry-hopped with Galaxy. This
gives the beer a richer toffee-like
malt body with spice and a hit of
fruitiness with a toasty, slightly
bitter finish.

FOOD MATCH:
Roast beef
ABV: 5.2% ABV
RRP: $22.99
Goatbeer.com.au

ABV: 5.2%
RRP: $24.99 per 6pk
Endeavourbeer.com

r Brewing C
o.

Weirdest wonders
Brewers reveal the
strangest ingredients
they’ve seen in a beer
“The strangest thing I’ve
seen in a beer to date is
whale vomit.”
Batch Brewing Co.
“I once tried a beer with
squid ink in it which
was ‘unique’.”
Altitude Brewing
“The strangest ingredient I
have come across is whale
vomit, and yeast extracted
from a female’s crotch
region.” Shifty Lizard

WINTER 2018

Artwork: 15 Feb

it will be to achieve what you
are trying to do. You want your

encouraged to get out there and find the

with a dozen strange ingredients to put into a

“A lure for tourists and office workers alike in the middle of the
city. A varied tap list, including strong collaborations, and a very
convenient packaged selection.” Ross Lewis, Editor, The Sip.

Booking: 8 Feb

extra inviting taste. The GABS Festival has
taken this to the next level, with brewers

Beers with odd ingredients aren’t just about

“Petition Beer Corner is part one of three Petition venues
alongside Petition Wine Store and Petition Kitchen. It has more
than 20 taps in almost constant rotation, sits in the heart of the
CBD, and the high quality of beer is served alongside a short but
insanely delicious food menu by Petition head chef Jesse Blake.”
Pia Poynton, Girl + Beer.

DEADLINES

further you have to pull it away
from the base beer the harder

halfway through the beer, not beating

THIS YEAR’S GABS FESTIVAL IS ONCE AGAIN PROVIDING BREWERS
WITH THE CHANCE TO BE REALLY CREATIVE WHEN IT COMES TO THE
INGREDIENTS IN THEIR BEERS. BUT AS WELL AS BEING A BIT
OF FUN, THIS LEVEL OF EXPERIMENTATION IS CRITICAL TO IMPROVING
BREWERS’ SKILLSETS AND BROADENING BEER’S OVERALL MARKET

Petition Beer Corner is one of a three-part venue dedicated
to providing quality produce. Its siblings Petition Kitchen and
Petition Wine Bar and Merchant focus on the food and wine
respectively, but this is the place to visit if you’re after an
absolutely fantastic beer. The servers are also Cicerone-trained to
ensure a quality experience for customers.

www.beerandbrewer.com
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VIC 16
NSW 12
QLD 9
WA 7
SA 4
ACT 1
TAS 1

characteristics are a good place
to start,” he explains. “The

kv i l l e

littered with fantastic venues
dedicated to sourcing and

Vanessa Cavasinni – Editor,
Australian Hotelier

(most of the time), so
things that also match those

border in Belgium, they’ve been
experimenting with all manner

ric

the scores. This means that there were no strict
criteria against which to score each venue – our

Brad Flowers – Owner,
Hops and More

“All beer is slightly
acidic with low sweetness

four ingredients – hops, barley,
water and yeast. But just across the

ar

time to be a beer drinker
in Australia. The country is

Chris McNamara – Executive
Officer, Independent Brewers
Association

boundaries

f you talk to the Germans, they’ll
tell you that beer should only have

of extra ingredients for centuries to make
their beers stand out or to give them that

M

T

here has never been a better

Dutch Trading Co claims the win for Western Australia
after being pipped at the post last year. The place has
only been around for a few years – it opened its doors
back in 2015 – but it has achieved fantastic things and
provided the people of Perth with an incredible range
of draught and packaged beers from the local area, the
wider country and around the world. And it’s not just
a go-to place for beer lovers. Its craft cider menu is
exceptional, as is its wine list, and there is a seriously
impressive food offer to enjoy as well. Don’t forget to visit
the Beer Wall of Fame next time you’re passing by either.

Tam Allenby – Editor,
BARS&clubs and Assistant
Editor, Beer & Brewer

Pushing

I

Red. Amber. Brown.

at

Luke Robertson – Beer Writer,
Ale of a Time

RED, AMBER AND BROWN ALE PROMOTION

CREATIVE INGREDIENTS
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CONTACT US:
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CREATIVE: Production

T: +61 2 9660 2113
E: magazine.material@intermedia.com.au

EDITORIAL: Charlie Whitting
T: +61 2 8586 6289
E: cwhitting@intermedia.com.au
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For maximum impact in print
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Feature
Sponsorship
$4,800 + GST
This
 unique opportunity allows a company or brand to sponsor
or create a feature. The sponsorship comprises of four
integrated parts:
Sponsorship
logo – “Brought to you by” sponsorship logo on

the first right hand page
	 Editorial – Substantial editorial coverage within the feature
Advertising – Full right hand page within the feature +
additional half page ad within the magazine

INCLUDES:

SPONSORSHIP LOGO +

EDITORIAL COVERAGE +

FULL PAGE AD +

FIRST MENTION IN EDITORIAL

First mention in editorial as well as image preference

Style Notes
Promotion

RED, AMBER AND BROWN ALE PROMOTION

Red. Amber. Brown.
1. BentSpoke Red Nut
A red IPA with a resiny hop
and caramel malt character,
BentSpoke’s Red Nut features
Fortnight, Mosaic, Citra, EKG,
and Amarillo hops. All of this
provides a big hoppy punch on
top of a strong, dark, malt base.
As with all BentSpoke beers, Red
Nut also has its signature 360
degree lid that lets you get your
nose into the can and pick up
those aromas.

FOOD MATCH:
Lamb shanks with a Red Nut jus.

$500 + GST per beer

ABV: 7%
RRP: $105.99 per case of 24,
$22.49 per pack of 4,
$6.99 per can
Bentspokebrewing.com.au

FOOD MATCH:

i f te

FOOD MATCH:
Barbecued meats, pizza,
Mexican food
ABV: 5.1%
RRP: $5 per bottle, $22 per
six pack
4pinesbeers.com.au

4. Prancing Pony
India Red Ale
Prancing Pony’s India Red
Ale has a dark red, brownish
colour and a firm, creamy
head. Beautifully balanced,
the caramel characters of the
roasted malts mix well with the
fruit aromas of the hops in this
beer. It’s heavily dry hopped so
the aromas that come through
are citrusy, tropical and fruity.
These are on the nose and
palate, and play with the malts.

5. Pact Brickworks
Brown Ale
If bricks form the foundation
of a good home, this beer from
Pact – another beer to take its
name from a Canberra landmark,
the Brickworks – forms the
foundation of a good time. It’s a
solid landmark of flavour draped
in the florally fragrant and earthy
vines of Ella hops and blooming
fruit from the Pact house hop,
Cascade. It is malty, chocolatey,
roasty, and toasty joy.

6. Cavalier Brown Ale
Using a broad mix of chocolate
and crystal malts, the Cavalier
Brown delivers an initial burst
of caramel and toffee finishing
with a dry, crisp, roasted note
and smooth creamy mouthfeel.
The perfect mix of chocolate
and toasty caramel flavours.
With added complexity aromas
from classic American hops add
subtle citrus notes that will reveal
something new in every sip.

7. Nail Brewing
Red Ale
American-inspired with Citra
hops, Nail Brewing’s Red Ale has
been double dry hopped and is
bursting with floral and citrus
flavours, along with smooth
caramel notes, brought on by a
load of speciality malts. Crafted
originally as a part of the ‘Brew
Log Collection’ this balanced and
full-bodied red was far too good
to brew just once. Summer or
winter, this beer’s always right.

FOOD MATCH:
FOOD MATCH:

FOOD MATCH:

Full cream blue vein cheese,
muscatel cluster of raisins and
smoked smallgoods

Rich, dark bitter chocolate
dessert tempered with a tangy,
slightly sweet berry compote.

ABV: 7.9%
RRP: $36.90 per six pack
Prancingponybrewery.com.au

ABV: 5.6%
RRP: $5 per stubbie, $25.5
per pack
Pactbeer.com.au

FOOD MATCH:

Blue cheeses, Rochefort
preferably

Braised lamb shanks

ABV: 5% ABV
RRP: $21.99 per six pack
Cavalierbeercom.au

ABV: 6%
RRP: $19 per four-pack
Nailbrewing.com.au

8. Mountain Goat
Fancy Pants
Fancy Pants is an evolution of
Mountain Goat’s Hightail, with a
higher malt bill laden with hops
and dry-hopped with Galaxy. This
gives the beer a richer toffee-like
malt body with spice and a hit of
fruitiness with a toasty, slightly
bitter finish.

FOOD MATCH:
Roast beef
ABV: 5.2% ABV
RRP: $22.99
Goatbeer.com.au

ABV: 5.2%
RRP: $24.99 per 6pk
Endeavourbeer.com
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Red meats, chocolate
and rich cheeses

e
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3. 4 Pines American
Amber Ale
When poured, 4 Pines is ruby in
colour, with rich copper hues.
This is a robust, all-round beer.
Upon the first intake of breath,
you will be greeted with hop
driven-aromas of currant and
pear, which are then rounded on
the palate with a toasted malt
character, light fruitiness and a
balanced bitter finish.

M
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In each issue we publish themed styled beer photoshoots
showcasing particular styles.

2. Endeavour
Amber Ale
Creamy and indulgent, this
copper-hued ale has an aroma
that gives nice earthy malt
characters with hints of resinous
and spiced fruit aromatics.
Notes of chocolate, toffee and
caramel, with spiced fruit cake.
The palate is full bodied with big
malt character and assertive
bitterness that mellows over
time with careful cellaring.
The balance of rich dark malt
and spicy hops deliver both
complexity and freshness whilst
also giving the beer great length
of flavour and intensity. The
result is a sweet palate, framed
by a subtle bitterness.

Have your beer featured and photographed in our stylist spread.
22
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Rates, Specs & Deadlines
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Rates
KEY POSITIONS

Specs
CASUAL

2X

3X

4X

Front Cover

$4,310

Inside Front Cover - DPS

$6,395

$6,235

$6,075

$5,915

Outside Back Cover

$3,500

$3,410

$3,325

$3,235

Full Page - Opposite Contents Page

$3,280

$3,195

$3,115

$3,035

Full Page - Opposite Editor’s Page

$3,280

$3,195

$3,115

$3,035

Directory

from $112

Other Guaranteed Positions: +12.5%

Contact us:
EDITORIAL:
Charlie Whitting

T: +61 2 8586 6289
E: cwhitting@intermedia.com.au

ADVERTISING:
Andrea Diaz
T: 02 8586 6123 M: 0416 628 903
E: adiaz@intermedia.com.au
CREATIVE:
Production

T: +61 2 9660 2113
E: magazine.material@intermedia.com.au

Double Page Spread

$5,685

$5,540

$5,400

$5,260

Full A4 Page

$2,915

$2,840

$2,770

$2,695

Half Page

$1,820

$1,775

$1,730

$1,685

Third Page

$1,270

$1,235

$1,205

$1,175

Feature branded sponsorship
includes 1 full page advert

$4,800
$490

$475

$460

Style Notes - Branded Bottle Shoot fee per brand

$500

*All rates exclude GST.

KEY POSITIONS

TRIM

BLEED

TYPE

Full Page

210 x 275

5mm around Not within
the TRIM 5mm of TRIM

Double Page Spread

420 x 275

“

“

Half Page Vertical

87 x 243

100 x 275

“

Half Page Horizontal

178 x 119

210 x 135

“

Third Page Vertical

54 x 243

70 x 275

“

Third Page Horizontal

178 x 79

210 x 92.5

“

Something Different...

Media Kit 2019

4-PAGE COVER
WRAP AROUND

must incorporate the Front Cover and
can be reprinted as a brochure.

BELLY BAND WRAP

ensure every magazine opens at
your advertisement, DPS

ADD SOMETHING DIFFERENT
TO YOUR USUAL PRINT ADS

GATEFOLDS

Turn your double page
spread into either a 3 or 4
page panoramic spread

BROCHURE INSERTS &
TIP-ONS/STICK-ONS

Secure your brochure into the
magazine to ensure it stays with
the magazine as it is distributed
throughout the store.

DIE CUT ADS

SPLIT FRONT COVER

Intrigue makes readers “look inside”
(F C & DP Spread “inside” Front Page Cover)

a third dimension and
talking point

POP-UPS

Make your message “jump”
out off the page

Website - specs & rates
ONLINE

2 weeks period

n Website Skin – web only

For maximum impact – Site Takeover

$1,500

n Leaderboard – top position - eNews & web

$900

n Leaderboard – second position - eNews only

$500

n Medium Rectangle – eNews & web

$700

n n n n Site Takeover –
all above positions + What’s Brewing
(eNewsletter and website)

Media Kit 2019

LEADERBOARD - ADVERT
728 x 90px

$2,000

MEDIUM
RECTANGLE

Leaderboard – menu category - web only

n/a

SKINS

n What’s Brewing Advertorial – eNews & web

$500

Dedicated Exclusive Email (eDM) – email only

$1,000

SAFE AREA
15px (w)
x 800 px (h)

SAFE AREA
15px (w)
x 800 px (h)

MAX.
VIEWING
AREA

MAX.
VIEWING
AREA

460px (w) x
1200px (h)

460px (w) x
1200px (h)

Sponsored Content on Slider - Website only

300 x 250px

SKINS

$800
Price excludes GST

Need video for your business?
Video is hot. It’s the most powerful way to communicate with your
customers. And it helps you stay ahead in online searches.
Until now, though, producing quality video content was
eye-wateringly expensive.
Not anymore.
We can produce amazing quality video for you for an incredibly
low price.
Whether it’s a corporate video, a film showcasing your products or
native content highlighting your products in a venue environment, we
have you covered.

Skins

Leaderboard

15px x 800px (safe area)
460px x 1200px (Max
Viewing Area)

SITE TAKEOVER =

Medium
Rectangle

728 x 90px

+

+

300 x 250px

+

=

What’s Brewing

236 x 157px

See What’s Brewing
section for more info

$2,000 EX GST (Save $1,800!)

Digital options

Media Kit 2019

Reach new and existing customers with these high impact digital options.

Slider – Sponsored Content
$800 ex-GST

Exclusive eDM
$1,000 ex-GST

Get maximum impact with your story on our
homepage slider, our website’s most valuable
piece of real estate.
Your story remains on the slider for two

Send your digital ad direct to our newsletter
subscriber database of more than 19,500
readers! Once opened, the email clicks
straight through to your website or another
URL of your choice.

weeks and then moves to the Latest News
section of the homepage. We’ll also feature
the story in the Beer & Brewer newsletter,
delivered to over 19,500 readers.

Great for making a splash or delivering
extensive content.
Your brand
message here

Specs: 600 pixels wide. Provide a finished HTML
or a full brief and material and we’ll design it for
you (production costs may apply).

Your ad emailed to

19,500
readers!

Digital opportunities
eNewsletter
First Position
Leaderboard

728 x 90px $1,200 ex GST

KEY FACTS
n Sent to more than

19,000 engaged
subscribers

n Average Open Rate:

28%

n Average Click Through

Rate: 20%

FILE FORMATS
eNewsletter placements: jpg
or gif (please note some email
clients will display only the
ﬁrst frame of an animated gif)
Maximum ﬁle weight: 50kb.

Medium
Rectangle

300 x 250px $750 ex GST

What’s Brewing

Social Media

Want to showcase your product or service to
Beer & Brewer readers?
Got a press release you want posted on our site?
What’s Brewing advertorial articles are featured
on the website and e-newsletter and include:
n Article
Catchy Headline up to 5 words
Summary text up to 30 words
Main body text up to 300 words
Company Contact details
n Feature image: 236x157 pixels, max 50kb, jpg
or gif
n Article body:
1-3 images
(max of 600
pixels wide,
max 50kb, jpg
or gif) and
company logo

Boost your What’s Brewing or Sponsored Content post on our social
channels from just $300 ex-GST.

For only
$500 (+GST)

What’s Brewing
Advertorial

236 x 157px $500 ex GST
See What’s Brewing
section for more info

Second Position
Leaderboard

728 x 90px $750 ex GST

Media Kit 2019

All digital creative, including eDM
material, is collected by
Damon Apter
+61 2 8586 6147
material@intermedia.com.au

Beer & Brewer has a huge social presence, with nearly 14,000 followers
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram alone. It’s also a highly engaged
following, with readers commenting on and sharing posts regularly.
Now you can access our social audience. We’ll post your story and
image and boost it for maximum exposure.
AUDIENCE:

SINGLE
IMAGE:

MULTIPLE IMAGES VIDEO (MAX
(MAX. 4):
60 SECONDS):

Single channel

$300

$350

$450

Double channel

$550

$650

$800

All prices ex-GST.

Print Directory

Business directories enable you to get more
exposure to local people and valuable links to
your website.

Important
information:
n Book and pay upfront for 6 issues (18

months) of advertising & save 10% off the
total amount.
n Supply your own creative or we can design

for you for $50+GST.
n Invoices are sent on the material deadline

date, with the bookings paid up front on 30
day terms.

DIRECTORY

Why advertise
your business in
a directory?

Media Kit 2019

Business listing
ad PLUS your logo
$196+GST per quarter
Six lines of business detail.
$10 per additional line UP
TO 16 LINES max.
Business listing ad
$112+GST per quarter
Six lines of business detail.
$10 per additional line UP
TO 16 LINES max.

NSW

NSW

INFUSION RESTAURANT
BAR BREWERY

at the Markets Hotel,

Rydges Hotel Campbelltown

268 Parramatta Road,

15 Old Menangle Road

Flemington NSW.

Campbelltown NSW 2560

Tel: (02) 9764 3500

Tel: (02) 4645 0500

www.paddysbrewery.com

1/8 page business
display ad
$486+GST per quarter
Double your size – a display
ad with more space
to brand your business.

PADDY’S BREWERY

www.rydges.com/campbelltown
Open: 6am till late, 7 days

REDOAK BOUTIQUE
BEER CAFÉ
MURRAY’S CRAFT
BREWERY

201 Clarence St, Sydney

3443 Nelson Bay Road

Tel: (02) 9262 3303

Bobs Farm NSW 2316

info@redoak.com.au

THE LITTLE BREWING COMPANY

COLONIAL BREWING COMPANY

Tel: (02) 4982 6411

www.redoak.com.au

Unit 1, 58 Uralla Road

Osmington Road,

Open: 7 Days 10am - 6pm

Open Mon – Sat 11am

Port Macquarie NSW 2444

Margaret River WA

www.murraysbrewingco.com.au

til late (lunch & dinner)

Tel: (02) 6581 3949

Tel: (08) 9758 8177

info@thelittlebrewingcompany.com.au

thirsty@colonialbrewingco.com.au

www.thelittlebrewingcompany.com.au

www.colonialbrewingco.com.au

NSW 2000

ST PETERS BREWERY
15 May St, St Peters NSW 2044
Tel: (02) 9519 0191

WILLIAM BULL BREWERY

Beer: Green Star Lager, Blonde,

De Bortoli Wines Pty Ltd

Killagh Stout and Cinnamon Girl

De Bortoli Road

www.stpetersbrewerysydney.

PO Box 21, Bilbul NSW 2680

com.au

Tel: +61 2 6966 0100

COWARAMUP BREWING CO.

www.debortoli.com.au

North Treeton Road,

www.williambull.com.au

Cowaramup WA 6284

STONE & WOOD
BREWING CO
4 Boronia Place,

Tel: (08) 9755 5822

WA

www.cowaramupbrewing.com.au

Byron Bay NSW 2481

Tours available by appointment

Tel: (02) 6685 5173

Open 7 days a week 10am – 6pm

www.stoneandwood.com.au

1/4 page business
display ad
$810+GST per quarter
A display ad including
more text and images to
brand your business.

BILLABONG BREWIN CO.
72a McCoy St, Myaree WA 6154
Tel: (08) 9317 6099
billbrew@westnet.com.au
www.billabongbrewing.com.au
40-44 Wentworth Ave,
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: (02) 8262 8888
www.sydneybrewery.com.au

BOOTLEG BREWERY

Open Mon-Sat 10am till late

Puzey Road, Wilyabrup

Sun 12pm till late

Margaret River WA 6285
Tel: (08) 9755 6300
brewery@bootlegbrewery.com.au
www.bootlegbrewery.com.au
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Adverting Sizes:

41.5x
54.75mm
size 1/8
Vertical

size 1/4

41.5 x 109.5mm

87x109.5mm
size 1/8
Horizontal
87 x 54.75mm

1/16 page
business display ad
$248+GST per quarter
Stand out from the
others – display block
ad similar size to line ad
PLUS logo ad.

SYDNEY BREWERY

size 1/16
Vertical

ADVERTISING CONTACT:
Andrea Diaz
T: 02 8586 6123
M: 0416 628 903
E: adiaz@intermedia.com.au

WA

1/16 Vertical

41.5mm x 54.75mm

1/8 Vertical

41.5mm x 109.5mm

1/8 Horizontal

87mm x 54.75mm

1/4 Page

87mm x 109.5mm

